
     IN THE COURT OF SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, HOJAI, NAGAON

                                                   G.R.Case No:   1804  of 2014

         U/S 448/294/323/506, IPC
  

           State
 
  Vs

1. Sri Mithu Mahanta.
                 ……………. Accused person 

Present: Sri C. P. Talukdar, AJS

Evidence recorded on:                02.07.15
       

Arguments heard on   :               02.07.15

Judgment delivered on:               02.07.15
 
Advocate for the prosecution:          Ld Addl .P.P Mr Abdul Hasib.

Advocate for the defense      :         Ld Adv Mr Bijan Deb.

        
Judgment

1. The case of the prosecution in brief is that the informants Smti Gita Mahanta of village- 

Horlongpar, Last Colony under Lumding P.S. in Nagaon district lodged an ejahar before the 

O/C Lumding P.S. on 27.08.14 stating interalia that the accused is her husband and she had 

filed a case u/s 498A, IPC against her husband and on that day at around 3 P.M, the accused 

persons entered into her mother’s house and abused her with obscene words and threatened 

her to withdraw the case filed against him. The accused also slapped her. Hence the case.

2. On receipt  of  the ejahar,  the O/C Lumding P.S.  registered a Lumding P.S.  Case No-  

238/14 u/s 448/294/323/506, IPC and entrusted one Sri Kamal Saikia, A.S.I. to investigate 

into the matter. The police after investigation submitted charge sheet against the accused 

persons u/s 448/294/323/506, IPC. 

On appearance of the accused person, copies were furnished to him under sec-207 CrPC 

and after hearing both the learned counsel for the accused persons and the learned A.P.P on 

the  point  of  consideration  of  charges  and  thereafter,  the  particulars  of  the  offences  u/s 

448/323/294/506, IPC were stated and explained to the accused person to which he pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried.

3. The prosecution side to prove its case examined the informant/victim, Smti Gita Mahanta 

as PW-1. The F.I.R was exhibited as Ext-1, After closure of the prosecution evidence, the 

statement of the accused person was recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. The plea of the defence was 
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that of total denial. It was stated by the accused that a cross case was also filed. The defence 

declined to adduce any evidence. Heard both the sides.

   4.                      POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:-

 (i) Whether the accused persons on 27.08.14 at around 3. P.M had illegally entered into 

the premises of the informant with the intention to commit an offence and committed house 

trespass and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 448/34, IPC as alleged?

(ii)  Whether  the accused person on the same date and around the same time had 

caused hurt to the informant without any provocation and thereby committed an offence u/s  

323, IPC as alleged?

(iii) Whether the accused person on the same date and around the same time had used 

obscene words against the informant and caused annoyance to him being in a public place 

and thereby committed an offence u/s 294, IPC as alleged?

(iv) Whether the accused person on the same date and around the same time criminally 

intimidated the informant by threatening him with his life and caused him alarm and thereby 

committed an offence u/s 506, IPC as alleged?

5.    DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF:-

PW-1, Smti Gita Mahanta who is the informant and the victim in the instant case in 

her evidence in chief has stated that the incident had taken place  some one year back and  

that she and the accused who happens to be her husband had a quarrel overcome household 

issued and she had filed a case u/s 498A, IPC against her husband. Thereafter, her husband 

had come over to her house to talk over the same and had scolded her. In anger, she filed the 

F.I.R and exhibited the F.I.R as Ext-1. She further states that later the dispute was resolved 

amicably and further, the other case was also settled amicably and that both of them are 

residing together. 

The PW-1 is her cross examination has admitted to the fact that the case was filed out 

of misunderstanding. She has stated that there was initially a quarrel between and that they 

are not at any loggerheads and the dispute was entirely due to some misunderstanding.  

6. From the evidence of the prosecution witnesses, and the conduct of the informant/victim 

it  appears  that  the  informant  herself  is  not  inclined  to  prosecute  the  accused  person. 

Apparently, the incident took place out of some small issues and both the sides happen to be 

husband and wife. It is also found from the evidence that both the sides are related. Further  

from the little evidence that has been brought before this court, it is seen that no guilt of the  

accused person could be established against the accused person under any of the sections of  
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law as clearly the victim herself has not implicated the accused persons of any wrongdoing.  

Moreover,  misunderstanding cannot be attributed to be any offence.  That  both sides had 

quarreled with each other and subsequently resumed their conjugal life would also show that 

both of the parties are to be blamed for the dispute. The learned advocate for the defense has 

also  submitted  that  the  two  sides  are  known  to  each  other  and  infact  are  not  at  any 

loggerheads now and further bears no animosity towards one another. Situated thus, in view 

of the apparent settlement and the evidence lead, it has to be said that no guilt is made out 

against the accused person.

   8.                                         ORDER

Considering the discussions made above and after  all  deliberations,  it  can be safely 

presumed that the prosecution has failed to drive home the guilt  of the accused person. 

Hence, it is held that the prosecution has failed to prove its case and the accused person is 

acquitted of all the charges u/s 448/323/294/506, IPC and set at liberty forthwith. His bail 

bond stands cancelled and the surety is discharged of all his liabilities. 

Given in my hand and under the seal of this court on this 02nd day of July, 2015.

        Typed by me:                                                  SDJM,Hojai,Nagaon.
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                                                             APPENDIX

A.     Prosecution Witnesses:-

             PW-1: Smti Gita Mahanta. 

             

B.      Defence Witnesses:-

             NONE

C.     Prosecution Exhibits:-

   Ext-1: F.I.R.

   

E.     Defence Exhibits:-

    NONE.

      SDJM,Hojai,Nagaon.


